Schofield argues, were probably linked to England's early development of an individuated and mobile society with a minimal dependence on kinship obligations.
FRAN OIS DU PORT, The decade ofmedicine or The physician ofthe rich and the poor in which all the signs, causes and remedies of disease are clearly expounded, ed. H. Diehl and Georg Hartmann, Heidelberg, Springer, 1988, 12mo, pp. v, 216, DM 64.00. This is a beautiful little book that gives the impression of reading in modern English the seventeenth-century La decade de medicine ou Le medecin des riches et despauvres. Composed in Latin verse early in the century by Francois Du Port, the book was published in French and Latin verse in 1694 by one of Louis XIV's physicians, Du Four. H. Diehl translated it into modern German, and David Le Vay made the translation into English prose (one presumes working with the original rather than the German, but that is not made clear).
The one-page preface (the only introductory material there is) simply announces that because Du Port was a "country doctor" who practised for 30 years, he was able to "report the symptoms and causes of different diseases", recording his "experiences" in Latin verse. In fact, as one would expect, the book contains no first-hand comments, whatever Du Port's experience. Instead, it follows the usual organization of such books: a short introductory section on health, the humours, and the general causes of disease; a longer section on the diagnosis, prognosis, and causes of local diseases, beginning with those of the head and ending with those of the belly and generative organs; and ending with a slightly longer section still on the treatment for these diseases. This is all done in a manner that would have been familiar to the scholastics, although it contains no references to previous authors while being sprinkled with the kind of classical allusions favoured by the humanists. It does contain some material on a new venereal disease, syphilis, but again there is nothing out of the ordinary about Du Port's description of the disease nor about its treatment.
If this book is not exactly a report of the experiences of a practising physician, then what is it?
One is tempted to say that it belongs to the genre of self-help books and "treasuries for the poor" that had a medieval origin and proliferated in the early modern period, except that it was originally written in Latin rather than the vernacular. What probably made it worth publishing was not Du Port's learning but Du Four's French versifying. Many Latin poets were being translated into the vernacular at Louis' court, or being used as the basis for new compositions in the grand style. Du Four's little book, then, like the Salernitan Regimen, tried to present what "everyone" knew in beautiful language. Like many others of his day, he would not have hesitated to use someone else's Latin verse as the foundation for his French, while giving him the credit on the title page. This helps explain the old-fashioned nature of the contents: the attempt to speak to eternal verities means that no bits of potentially incorrect modern theories (like the circulation of the blood) intrude when Du Four writes of health being a perfect balance of the humours in the blood, which is formed in the liver. And Du Four's concern with metre helps to explain both the compactness of prose and the frequent flights of fancy that mark this English version: for example, in the description of diabetes, we find that "the bite of the serpent Dipsas that furrows the Lybian sand produces this great thirst and frequent drinking" (p. 57), and in the signs and causes of uterine passion we discover that the woman suffering from this complaint is not "satisfied by Apollo's grove or by Lucina, winged child of Paphos" (p. 68).
In short, what this edition gives us is a lovely example (although in prose) of the exalted medicine of the French court of the later seventeenth century. The care of the editor, translator, and publisher have reproduced some of that elegance in a fine little book that will add lustre to anyone's shelf. Routledge, 1990, 8vo, pp. xxv, 322 , illus., £30.00.
As the 21 essays in these two volumes cannot be thoroughly assessed in a brief review, I will try to provide enough of a sense of the contents so that readers can decide whether they want to acquire them or not. Many of the 14 essays in the collection edited by Katherine Arnup et al., have previously appeared in print; its title does not make it clear that, with two exceptions (an article on the American "La Leche League", founded in 1956, and a summary of the writings of Swedish feminist Ellen Key), the contents are entirely about Canada. There is of course nothing wrong with writing about Canadian women's history from a feminist perspective. Indeed, this collection conveys how lively and wide-ranging current research on this subject is in English Canada and Quebec. But the contents are quite uneven. Their greatest defect is that so few are based upon archival sources, a shortcoming not easily excusable in dealing with just a few decades of the history of a small country. Yet 
